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HUMAN REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY AMENDMENT BILL 2007 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 18 September. 

HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan) [5.50 pm]:  I am in awe of the rapid pace of developments in 
the biotechnology industry.  It seems that legislation cannot keep pace with the new technosciences.  However, 
that is no excuse for abdicating our responsibility as legislators and putting our faith and trust in scientists to 
choose what area of science is ethically responsible and what is not.  Since this bill was introduced into the house 
in March, there have been numerous advances that make this legislation somewhat obsolete.  In the United 
States, researchers have cloned monkeys and used the resulting embryos to get embryonic stem cells.  An article 
from The West Australian states - 

US researchers have cloned monkeys and used the resulting embryos to get embryonic stem cells, an 
important step towards being able to do the same thing in humans. 
Shoukhrat Mitalipov and colleagues at Oregon Health & Science University said they used skin cells 
from monkeys to create cloned embryos, and then extracted embryonic stem cells from these days-old 
embryos. 
. . .  
They said their work shows it is possible, in principle, to clone humans and get stem cells from the 
embryos. 
. . .  
They used somatic cell nuclear transfer - 

That is a term I will use on a number of occasions during this discussion - 
which involves taking the nucleus from an adult cell, in this case fibroblasts, a type of skin cell, taken 
from nine adult males. 
Then an egg cell is hollowed out and the nucleus from the adult cell inserted.  This programs the egg 
into behaving as if it had been fertilised and it can grow into a embryo. 
It was not easy.  The researchers used 304 eggs from 14 rhesus macaque monkeys and ended up with 
just two stem cell lines. 
This means a lot more work before this would be useful for humans, they said - especially given how 
hard human eggs are to come by. 
Tests show the embryonic stem cells are truly pluripotent, Mitalipov said, meaning they can develop 
into any kind of cell found in the body. 
“We have been able to develop them into heart cells,” he said.  They also grew nerve cells. 
It was important to confirm the work.  A rival journal, Science, was forced to withdraw papers 
published by South Korean scientist Hwang Woo-suk in 2004 and 2005 after his claims to have cloned 
a human embryo proved false. 
Mitalipov said the team has tried, and failed, to produce cloned monkeys that could grow into live baby 
monkeys. 
. . .  
His team will not try to clone humans, he said. 

That is just one article that has been published.  A draft bill to allow inter-species embryos was recently released 
in the United Kingdom.  This is an example of how this research has already gone beyond what this bill is about.  
An article in The Australian, headed “Stem cell scientists fear lost ground”, reads -  

STEM cell scientists would be allowed to create inter-species embryos, under a draft bill released by the 
British Government. 
If the bill becomes law, Australian experts fear they will be disadvantaged and may press for changes to 
national legislation, which now outlaws creation of animal-human embryos for research.  
Although the British bill would allow several types of animal-human hybrids, the most important to 
researchers are cytoplasmic hybrid embryos or “cybrids”, which are created by inserting human DNA 
into an empty animal egg.  Once the egg develops into an early-stage embryo, embryonic stem cells can 
be extracted.  
. . .  
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“If this area of research proves fruitful, the ban on animal eggs is likely to be reconsidered in Australia 
when the federal legislation is reviewed again in three years, which is required by the amending 
legislation,” said Loane Skene, deputy chair of the Lockhart Committee, which has recommended 
changes to Australia’s 2002 embryo research and anti-cloning legislation to permit hybrids. 

That, in turn, would mean that legislation would also have to be reconsidered in Western Australia.  I was 
thinking to myself that that is all very interesting, and it starts to demonstrate how quickly this research is 
moving ahead, until I saw today’s The Australian.  This story came up last night.  I was surprised to read this on 
the front page of today’s The Australian, and wondered why the minister had sought to bring on this piece of 
legislation yesterday, perhaps prior to this being printed in the newspaper.  This latest breakthrough will surely 
demonstrate that the legislation we are now considering has become irrelevant.   
Hon Barbara Scott:  You’re right; it was all on the airwaves yesterday, so that’s why they have brought it on - 
in case people find out the truth.  
Hon HELEN MORTON:  Right; we now find out that there has been an amazing breakthrough in human stem 
cell research.  The article in The Australian reads -  

THE world of stem cell research changed dramatically overnight as scientists in Japan and the US 
reported they had made human embryonic stem cells without using human eggs or human embryos. 

They managed the remarkable advance by using a genetically tweaked virus to insert four biological 
ingredients into an ordinary skin cell.  

The cell was transformed, or reprogrammed, into a cell that resembles an embryonic stem cell able to 
turn into any tissue in the human body, from brain to heart. 

“It’s a very, very big step,” said Australia’s leading stem cell scientist, Alan Trounson, of Melbourne’s 
Monash University.  

“Assuming they can show (it really works), then there’s very much less of an argument for any form of 
therapeutic cloning.”  

The work was conducted by two independent teams, one led by Shinya Yamanaka of Kyoto University 
and the other by James Thomson of the University of Wisconsin.  

Professor Yamanaka’s group reported their work in the journal Cell, and Professor Thomson’s group 
published their results in Science Express, the online edition of the journal Science.  

As reported in The Australian last June, Professor Yamanaka had already accomplished the feat with 
mouse cells. 

Professor Thomson in 1998 was the first scientist to coax stem cells from human embryos, making it 
possible to use human embryonic stem cells to study the underlying causes of conditions as diverse as 
Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s and spinal cord injury.  

Until now, in order to obtain versatile ES cells, researchers had to first create an embryo by inserting a 
cell from a human donor into an egg. 

They then triggered the egg artificially to produce an embryo, from which they extracted the ES cells in 
about four days.  

The embryo was discarded, a source of concern to conservative politicians and religious thinkers 
worldwide.  

“(The research) holds a great deal of promise for freeing this whole area of research from (the ethical) 
friction,” said Alto Charo, a bioethicist with the University of Wisconsin.  

Anticipating last night’s announcements, professor Ian Wilmut - the man who cloned Dolly the sheep - 
earlier this week announced he would drop therapeutic cloning in favour of newer techniques.  

However, both Professor Yamanaka and Professor Thomson argue that it would be premature to halt 
research using conventional therapeutic cloning, also known as somatic cell nuclear transfer.  

“We are still a long way from finding cures or therapies from stem cells, and we don’t know what 
processes will be effective,” Professor Yamanaka said.  

Professor Thomson added that they must study more of the newly made cells, named induced 
pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, to “ensure they do not differ from ES cells in a clinically significant or 
unexpected way, so it’s hardly time to discontinue ES cell research”. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm 
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HON HELEN MORTON:  Before the break I had started talking about the rapid pace of developments in 
biotechnology, which the house is debating.  I had indicated that the legislation will have great difficulty keeping 
up, or already is unable to keep up, with the pace of new developments.  Since the Human Reproductive 
Technology Amendment Bill 2007 was introduced to this Parliament, some significant advances in the 
technology have occurred.  A couple of monkeys have been cloned for their embryonic stem cells, and, more 
recently, stem cell scientists in the United Kingdom have put out a discussion paper in the form of a draft bill 
suggesting that they should be allowed to create interspecies embryos.  Australian experts fear that if that process 
were allowed, they would be disadvantaged, and they would press for changes to the federal legislation, which, 
in turn, would flow on to a need for changes at the state level. 

I went on to talk about the amazing breakthrough that was announced last night that scientists can now 
reprogram skin cells to mimic embryonic stem cells.  I do not know if anybody saw this evening’s news, but this 
amazing breakthrough was reported in the TV news bulletins tonight.  This breakthrough makes redundant the 
need for embryonic stem cell research, which is probably the main element of this legislation.  It is the most 
amazing practical example of how legislation is hardly able to keep up with changes that are taking place in 
biotechnology. 

I do not view this legislation as a single, isolated bill or issue; it is a stepping stone.  It is part of an iterative 
approach to the place which scientists eventually want us to get to.  By the use of small steps, an iterative 
approach does not seem as threatening to people, as they are being asked to take only one step more or one step 
more after that.  That approach is a kind of desensitising program for legislators because we are not being asked 
to make the big decision about how far we will go in allowing the technology; we are being asked to make one 
small extra step forward, which desensitises those of us who must deal with the legislation.  The question is not 
how far we should go.  The question is: when and how will we know that we have gone too far?  Will it be too 
late at that stage?  On the basis of the information that we have received overnight and this morning, I say that 
this legislation is already too late.  The legislation is not even appropriate anymore.  It is practically unnecessary 
and redundant.  I was going to raise other reasons why the legislation needed to be considered more carefully, 
but the breakthrough overnight has galvanised a number of things for me.  Elements of this bill have already 
gone too far, and I would like to put the brakes on a couple of areas within this bill.  Last night’s breakthrough 
means that it will be possible to apply those brakes without limiting the potential advances that biotechnology 
offers. 

I will briefly outline the recent history of why this bill is before the house now.  It is only one step in a long, long 
journey.  I will not go back to where it all started or where it is likely to get to.  In April 2002, the Council of 
Australian Governments - which comprises the state, territory and federal governments - agreed to enact 
nationally consistent legislation to regulate human embryo research and ban human cloning.  In 2004, as a result 
of the work that was done after that agreement, WA amended the Human Reproductive Technology Act 1991.  
In 2005, the late John Lockhart, OA, QC reviewed all the reproductive technology acts across the 
Commonwealth and produced what is loosely referred to as the Lockhart report, which was tabled in this 
Parliament in March 2006.  In December 2006, the commonwealth acts were amended by a private member’s 
bill introduced by Senator Kay Patterson, on which there was a lot of debate.  In June 2007, that bill was enacted 
and similar legislation passed in Victoria and New South Wales. 

In WA, the legislation was referred to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review to 
determine whether it would enable corresponding legislation between state, territory and federal governments.  
That review was undertaken and the committee reported back that the amendments enabled that corresponding 
legislation to be enacted.  Nobody should be under the misapprehension that the committee was in any way 
suggesting that the policy of the bill was something that needed to be supported or not supported.  The policy of 
the bill was not the issue and was not discussed by that committee; the committee was merely looking at the 
transportability of the legislation between the state and federal jurisdictions. 

The Human Reproductive Technology Amendment Bill 2007 continues to prescribe that embryos created by 
fertilising human eggs and sperm can be used only to create pregnancy - the in-vitro fertilisation programs.  I do 
not think anybody would feel concerned about that; I certainly do not.  The bill also allows excess embryos from 
the IVF process to be donated for research under the strict licensing requirements contained within the Human 
Reproductive Technology Act.  As Professor Peter Klinken from the Western Australian Institute for Medical 
Research put it to me, the excess embryos will be used for research instead of being flushed down the toilet.  I 
just thought to myself, “Instead of being flushed away?”  At the time he said that to me, I had a vision of those 
excess embryos, but they were frozen. 

Hon Peter Collier interjected. 

Hon HELEN MORTON:  He basically said that there are excess embryos in the IVF process.  When a couple 
are trying to have a child through that process, they produce more IVF embryos than they need, and they are 
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frozen.  At the end of that process, there will be excess embryos.  He said, “What do we do with them?  If they 
are not used for some purpose, they are flushed down the toilet.”  I do not think his choice of words was meant to 
astound me in any way, but they did astound me.  However, I then consoled myself, I suppose, with the thought 
that those embryos were frozen; they were not alive.  I did not really think of them as being alive.  I thought to 
myself that flushing them away was probably the reasonable way to do it.  I do not know what else could be 
done.  However, I then started to think that when they are donated for research, they are not frozen.  They are 
actually reactivated and become live embryos again.  It is through that process of becoming a live embryo that 
they are experimented upon and used for research, and then they are destroyed.  They are allowed to live in that 
state for only 14 days.  The legislation requires that they be destroyed.  I deliberately use that word “destroyed” 
because I cannot make myself say killed.  It does not come naturally to say that, yes, we activate these embryos 
so that they become live embryos for 14 days, and then we kill them because the law requires that to happen.  
The language is much easier if we say that we flush them away and they are destroyed. 

The bill also retains a ban on human cloning for reproductive purposes.  I certainly do not disagree with that.  
However, it allows cloning for therapeutic purposes, for experimentation and for research on live embryos.  
Really and truly, cloning is cloning.  There is no difference between human cloning and therapeutic cloning; it is 
the same thing.  However, once again, a way of desensitising us to what we are talking about is to call it 
therapeutic cloning; therefore, it must be good.  Nevertheless, members should be very clear when we are talking 
about cloning: therapeutic cloning and human cloning are the same thing.  The only difference is that these 
clones are not allowed to be used for reproductive purposes; that is, they are not allowed to be put back into the 
woman’s womb and allowed to grow into a human being.  However, the bill says that we can activate these 
embryos, experiment with them and carry out research on them, and then we must kill them at the end of 14 
days.  Therefore, it allows the creation of live embryos by other means.  I will talk a bit more about some of the 
other means in a minute.  These embryos can be used for research under strict licensing requirements.  The idea 
of having strict licensing requirements is, once again, supposed to make us feel okay about doing something that 
we probably do not feel comfortable about doing.  It is really strict, is it not, when we know that the embryo 
must be killed within 14 days?  That is the law.  The law says, yes, we can create that life, but we must kill it 
within 14 days. 

Then we go a bit further.  This bill allows us to commence going down the track of interspecies embryos.  It 
allows us to test sperm by using them to fertilise animal eggs, or the other way around.  I will talk a little more 
about that later too.  However, I think this is an example of the research taking us too far.  I do not know whether 
anybody is really interested in having research into animal-human hybrids, because that is what we are talking 
about with interspecies embryos.  I do not know how many ways people want to say that, but it is animal-human 
hybrids. 

The bill allows the research to improve the freezing of eggs, which I do not have a problem with, and to develop 
mature eggs from ovarian tissue, allowing infertile women to have children who are genetically related to them.  
It is amazing that this is so important that it is written into the bill.  On the one hand, we have a surrogacy law 
that says that genetic links do not matter; having genetic links to some children and to some parents down the 
track does not matter.  However, we have in front of us a bill that says that developing mature eggs from ovarian 
tissue is important because it allows infertile women to have children who are genetically related to them. 

The bill allows training and research on live embryos that are not fit for implantation.  There is something that 
feels a bit uncomfortable about that for me as well.  The bill goes on to talk quite positively about the national 
information sharing that takes place, the need for tabling of reports and the establishment of a national stem cell 
bank and a national register of excess human reproductive technology embryos donated for research etc.  The 
bill also requires that this legislation be reviewed in three years across the commonwealth.  There are many 
references in the bill to how all the research that we are trying to put in place through this bill will be restricted to 
improving artificial reproductive technology - how and why that has anything to do with therapeutic cloning in 
the same bill beats me - and understanding and treating a wide range of diseases. 

I will restate how I try to synthesise these issues and come to an ethical position on them.  I want to restate, as I 
did at the time we were talking about the surrogacy legislation, that my starting position on all these matters is 
that ethics must inform the use of technology.  It cannot be the other way around, whereby technology informs 
the ethics, and that ethics are somehow or other in a catch-up mode.  It feels a little like that is happening at the 
moment.  I respect and admire the new and emerging techno-sciences, but I have a deeper respect and admiration 
for what is natural.  My starting point always is to adopt a basic presumption in favour of the natural.  I remain 
committed to seeing these techno-sciences used to repair nature where it fails, rather than to realise an 
impossible outcome through technology - one that could never be achieved in any way naturally. 

In her second reading speech, the minister said that she believes the bill reflects a balance by allowing for some 
future research opportunities under rigorous licensing provisions; that is, meeting some of the needs of the 
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researchers, on the one hand, allowing them to take the next step on their journey, while, on the other hand, 
stopping short of allowing total research and experimentation on human embryos.  The bill prevents cloning for 
reproductive use, but, as I have said, it allows it for research.  The bill allows live embryo research, but those 
embryos must be destroyed within 14 days.  The bill bans interspecies embryos, but accepts that when there is a 
need to test the efficacy of sperm so as not to waste precious donated human eggs. 

The minister said that she feels the bill balances social and moral values between, on the one hand, valuing 
human embryos and, on the other hand, valuing research and the need to treat disease and help people to have a 
family.  I say that this is not an issue of balance.  No science that is not ethically responsible is acceptable.  We 
should send a clear message to the scientists of Western Australia that the legislators of WA have drawn a line, 
over which they may not stray.  For me, the debate on this bill boils down to the question of where we draw that 
line.  As I have gone through this bill, already there are some things that I totally support: embryos created by 
fertilised human eggs and human sperm, which can be created only for pregnancy.  Only embryos created in this 
way can be placed in the woman’s womb.  I support that.  That in turn retains a ban on human cloning for 
reproductive purposes.  However, where I start to get very uncomfortable is this need for excess embryos.  How 
do we deal with excess embryos?  Can they be donated for research rather than being flushed away?  I feel very 
uncomfortable about that.  I do not believe I can justify it, even more so given the revelations of the past 24 
hours, because of which that action is not necessary any more.  

Hon Murray Criddle:  What is not necessary?   

Hon HELEN MORTON:  It is not necessary to use embryos in stem cell research.  

Hon Barbara Scott:  You should explain why because some members have not heard why.  

Hon HELEN MORTON:  I will come back to that.  
Even yesterday I was wavering on this particular point, so it is an absolute godsend to me that the bill’s return to 
the Parliament was delayed by 24 hours so that we could receive that last piece of information last night about 
that amazing breakthrough in science.  I am cynical enough to say again that I believe the minister wanted that 
bill brought on in a rush and moved five or six places up the page yesterday so that we would not have had the 
benefit of last night’s revelations before we got to talk about this bill.  

Hon Barbara Scott:  Why are we not finishing the living wills bill?   

Hon HELEN MORTON:  I do not know.  I will go back and explain that new research later.  It is not necessary 
to experiment on live embryos.  I say leave them frozen, do not activate them, experiment on them and then kill 
them; dispose of them.  
I now want to talk a little bit about my understanding of this whole business of stem cells.  I had the benefit of a 
fantastic presentation by Professor Peter Klinken from the Western Australian Institute of Medical Research.  In 
case people do not know, I will give them some fantastic news: he has recently received $200 million for the 
institute to develop a new research facility here in Western Australia.  Western Australia is a leader in this area 
of research.  The funding comprises $100 million from the state and $100 million from the feds.  Professor 
Klinken is incredibly excited about it.  When I said that I had not read about that good news in the newspaper, he 
said that it was given a tiny weenie little square somewhere on page 6 or 7 of The West Australian.  That funding 
is an amazing boost for biotechnology research in Western Australia.  
I am talking about this very much from a layman’s view.  As I understand it, each of our bodies is made up of 
about six million cells.  Stem cells are early cells.  If we put the word “embryonic” in front of “stem cells”, it 
confuses the situation a little, so we will leave embryonic out for the time being.  Stem cells are what I call early 
cells that can be developed into specific tissue.  They can be turned into nerve, liver, muscle, blood, skin cells or 
whatever cells we want to make them into.  An early stem cell is what is referred to as pluripotent in that it can 
be moved into and activated by certain things to become any one of those things.  The particular tissue or cell it 
will become can be determined by whatever is used to activate it.  A decision can be made to make the early cell 
into a nerve, liver, muscle cell etc.  Embryonic stem cells are so young that their identity is unknown.  That is 
why the word embryonic is used.  It does not mean necessarily that it comes from an embryo.  That is the 
confusing part.  Embryonic stem cells can be obtained from four to seven day old embryos, and they can become 
any form of tissue that eventually is determined.  

On the other hand, adult stem cells are not so young.  When they are taken from tissue, their identity is already 
known.  If we take an adult stem cell - I am putting this in very simplistic terms - from a piece of heart tissue, it 
will be a heart cell, for example.  In fact, Professor Klinken told us that in one of his experiments he was 
developing some heart tissue in this way.  After five days, although it was not visible to the naked eye but could 
be seen on the slide through his microscope, that little bit of microscopic tissue was pumping at the normal pulse 
rate of a heart.  He said that that is what an adult stem cell is - its form has already been determined.  Adult stem 
cells taken from liver can secrete urea after five days.  Adult stem cells are already determined.  
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Hon Barbara Scott:  They do not have to come from an adult, do they?   

Hon HELEN MORTON:  They do not have to, but I think they usually do.  They are called multi-potent 
because it is not possible to determine what sort of cell they will become; they are already determined.  Why do 
people want to move in such a full on way into embryonic stem cell research?  The embryonic stem cells come 
from fertilised eggs.  Embryonic stem cells usually come from excess IVF donations.  They are normal cells and, 
therefore, they are limited in how they can assist in understanding the origin of diseases and how to treat them.  

The other problem with embryonic stem cells is that they are not matched to the part of the body where it will be 
eventually placed to assist in some disease process.  Their use brings a lot of problems with rejection.  The 
person on whose body an embryonic stem cell will be used must undergo a regime to ensure that the embryonic 
stem cell is not rejected.  Adult stem cells, on the other hand, are more useful in helping to understand the 
diseases, and are capable of renewal.  They are matched to a patient.  If a person wanted to take one of his own 
adult stem cells from, say, heart tissue and develop it into tissue to repair a heart problem, he would not have 
rejection problems because it would match his tissue.  

If those were the only two types of stem cell research that we had to consider, that would be fine.  The bill does 
not actually make too much difference to that; it is already available.  It makes a difference to what we call 
therapeutic cloning.  Another word for that is the somatic cell nuclear transfer.  It is amazing that we use this 
fantastic title of somatic cell nuclear transfer; it sounds so scientific.  

Hon Murray Criddle:  What does it mean? 

Hon HELEN MORTON:  I will tell members.  It is cloning, but we do not like to use the words “cloning”, 
“therapeutic cloning” or “human cloning” because they provoke awful feelings.  What basically happens with 
therapeutic cloning - I will call it by its real name - is that an unfertilised donor egg is taken from a woman and 
the nucleus is taken out of it, which leaves a shell, as it were, of an egg.  Another nucleus, which might be taken 
from a cell of Hon Murray Criddle, if the process were, for example, being done to improve his liver, is put into 
the egg.  This creates an egg with the full characteristics of the member.  

Hon Murray Criddle:  It will be a good one! 

Hon HELEN MORTON:  It will.  The nucleus from a cell of the patient is added to that egg.  Within three to 
four days, the egg starts to divide into 16 cells and 32 cells and so on.  Those cells continue to divide until they 
create an inner cell mass, which is removed for stem cell culture.  I guess the outer part of the cell is then 
destroyed because it is not really anything.  Stem cells can remain in a laboratory for many years.  They can be 
reproduced with absolute ease in a laboratory.  

If by chance the egg that has the patient’s nucleus added to it were inserted into a woman’s womb, it would 
reproduce to a full child.  If it were able to be placed into a woman’s womb, it would create a direct clone.  That 
is how Dolly the sheep came about.  That is the process for having a direct clone.  The only safeguard in the 
legislation is that it says that people are not allowed to do that and that the embryo must be killed within 14 days.  
Does that make us feel safe and assured that cloning will not occur?  It is not yet possible with therapeutic 
cloning to create a human clone.  No-one has yet achieved it.  When this type of legislation was debated at the 
federal level after the Lockhart report, the position on whether therapeutic cloning should be allowed was not 
unanimous.   

One of the benefits of therapeutic cloning is that the insertion of the patient’s nucleus into an egg gets over the 
problem of rejection; we receive the benefits of an embryonic stem cell without the risk of rejection.  That is why 
people want to go down the track of using therapeutic cloning by putting a nucleus in an unfertilised egg.  Of 
course, the arguments are that it is not a real person that is being used; it is not an embryo and it is different from 
fertilisation through sperm and an egg.  All those discussions that take place help people to justify why we 
should go down this track.   

I want to emphasise a couple of points made by the Australian Stem Cell Centre.  I am very conscious of them.  
The centre has given quite a lot of information.  It stated that therapeutic cloning is permitted in the United 
Kingdom, some states of the United States, Belgium, China, India, Singapore, Israel, Mexico, Russia, South 
Korea, South Africa, Sweden and Japan.  It is not as though it is not allowed, but I think members will find a 
little later as I am talking that those countries will now be able to say that it is not really necessary to go down 
that track any more.  There is the question of whether the embryo that results from somatic cell nuclear transfer 
is the same as a normal embryo.  There are many arguments.  One is that the structure SCNT creates is 
technically an embryo, but it is not a normal embryo with the same potential for life as a sperm-egg embryo.  
Some scientists argue that an SCNT embryo is in fact not an embryo.  The definition of an embryo is therefore 
quite contentious.   
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Some are concerned about the possibility that SCNT could be used to clone humans.  To address this issue, the 
committee recommended that SCNT be allowed in Australia only for the generation of diseased stem cell lines in 
licensed research projects.  It must remain a prohibited and criminal offence, enforced in national legislation and 
mirrored in state legislation, to attempt to achieve a pregnancy using SCNT embryos.  Could women be 
exploited as a result of this amendment?  The Australian community addressed this exact concern in the 1970s 
with the emergence of new in-vitro fertilisation technology.  SCNT does require access to eggs.  The National 
Health and Medical Research Council is currently drafting egg donation guidelines.  There is currently a 
prohibition on the sale of sperm, eggs and embryos, and that will continue.  It is said that women should be given 
the right to donate their eggs if they wish.  Who will donate the eggs?  One source of eggs will be women 
undergoing IVF procedures.  Eggs assessed as unsuitable for fertilisation would be donated for research.  Some 
women who may have a child or relative with an illness may opt to donate eggs to specific research projects.   

Huge organisations are suggesting that we should still go down this track.  Basically, I am saying that I draw the 
line at human cloning for research purposes or for the purposes of therapeutic cloning because it has gone one 
step too far.  There is no way that this process could be justified for the purposes of research after the 
breakthroughs that we heard about last night.  This process can never be justified by someone who adopts a basic 
presumption in favour of the natural.  Fertilising animal eggs with human sperm just to test the efficacy of the 
sperm can never be justified again by someone who adopts a basic presumption in favour of the natural.  The 
process has been suggested as necessary because human eggs are quite scarce and very precious - there are not 
many donors.  Scientists do not wish to waste human eggs on testing the efficacy of sperm.  As a way of getting 
around that, it is considered that we might as well allow sperm to be tested on animal eggs.  I find it a strange 
kind of logic to say that in that way the efficacy of sperm can be tested, because by solving that problem we 
would create a bigger problem.  It is just the beginning of a journey to allow the creation of human and animal 
hybrids.  That one little step on its own, because of the safeguard that has been put in place that it must be killed 
within 14 days and used only to test the efficacy of sperm, is somehow or other enough for us to say that we can 
allow it for that purpose.  Once that is in place, the next time that we have to look at this legislation there will be 
another little step.  People will say that might not be too bad either, but I am saying that it does not even have to 
start because it is not a permissible act and we can say no to this right now.  I think we should.  
I want to talk about why it is so difficult to get human eggs and why there are so few human eggs to use in the 
process.  The term “harvesting” human eggs jars with me.  When I think about harvesting, I think about the 
combine and the seeder and God knows what else!  I will not describe the physical process that one goes through 
to harvest human eggs; I will leave that to members’ imaginations.  Before a woman can have her eggs 
harvested - or before they are produced in such abundance that it is worthwhile having them harvested - she has 
to go through a super-ovulation regime.  She is given higher doses of hormones to produce an abundance of eggs 
and they are then harvested.  I hate the word “harvested”.  A range of subsequent health risks are associated with 
that, such as issues related to fertility and cancer.  Indeed, some people have died after this process.  I will refer 
to that in more detail in a minute.  The process does not come without risk.  The women who make their eggs 
available for harvesting undergo certain risks.  Why are we going down this path when suitable alternatives are 
available?   
We have already heard about the amazing work that is being done in adult stem cell research.  I refer to a speech 
that was given by Peter Kavanagh, MLC for Western Victoria, that reads -  

Professor Alan Mackay-Sim of Brisbane, neuroscientist and researcher and Queenslander of the Year 
for 2003, has said that adult stem cells can do everything that is hoped embryonic stem cells might be 
able to do.  They can be obtained from a range of disease sufferers and can be tweaked into the relevant 
cell type for genetic study and cell testing.  Professor Mackay-Sim considers adult stem cells to be 
superior to embryonic stem cells, because they do not carry the genetic damage caused by the cloning 
process, they do not incorporate mitochondrial DNA, are more easily and cheaply obtained and readily 
multiplied and more stable genetically.   

The potential of adult stem cells alone has rendered the case for cloning, as Professor Mackay-Sim puts 
it, irrelevant and impractical. . . . That potential has been demonstrated by the development of 
treatments or cures for 26 types of cancers, including the brain tumours, medulloblastoma and glioma, 
retinoblastoma, ovarian cancer, the skin cancer . . . carcinoma, testicular cancer, tumours abdominal 
organs lymphoma, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma and Hodgkin’s lymphoma.   

Seventy-three diseases and illnesses are listed as curable or treatable to some extent because of adult stem cell 
research.  The speech continues -  

Each listing has a peer review journal reference.   

He also refers to the options that we do not hear about.  We only ever talk about adult stem cells and embryonic 
stem cells.  There are other options.  The speech continues -  
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Umbilical cord blood cells are being used in a host of treatments, and not only by those who have had 
their umbilical cords stored for them, an increasingly popular practice in the United States.   

He talks about the range of cures that can come from that.  The one that I had never heard of until I read this 
speech was amniotic stem cells, which is an even more exciting alternative.  Peter Kavanagh’s speech, which 
was given in May 2007, continues as follows -  

In January of this year, following the passage of the commonwealth legislation, it was announced in the 
United States that research had shown the potential of amniotic cells for medical research and 
treatment.  Amniotic cells are cells taken from the fluid surrounding the foetus in the womb or from the 
placenta, which is normally thrown away following birth.  Embryos do not need to be destroyed to 
obtain these amniotic cells.  People do not need to be harmed and eggs do not need to be harvested.   

The research was widely reported including in Newsweek on 7 January.  The Newsweek article is titled 
‘A new era begins’.   

He goes on to say that amniotic stem cells are pluripotent.  That means that they have the capability of 
developing into any sort of cell.  They are not predetermined and have the same capability as embryonic stem 
cells to become any sort of cell.  The speech states that they are -  

. . . able to transform into fully grown cells representing each of the three major kinds of tissue found in 
the body.   

. . . 

Some of the amniotic cells functioned as they would be expected to in the human body. 

He refers to liver cells secreting urea, an activity otherwise seen exclusively in their natural counterparts.  The 
speech continues -  

Relevant to Parkinson’s disease -  

This is really interesting -  

and other neurological disorders, the laboratory’s nerve cells -  

I am talking about a cell that is five-days old -  

secreted glutamate, a neurotransmitter which is crucial to memory and which helps to form dopamine.  
Tests were also done on mice with a neurodegenerative disease.  These showed that the amniotic cells 
sought out and repopulated damaged areas of the brain.   

Amniotic stem cells multiply quickly and are remarkably long lived.  The laboratory’s cells divided 
more than 250 times.  They are tolerant to low oxygen, which makes it easier to manipulate them . . .   

He goes on to say that amniotic fluid stem cells do not cause the tumours that have been caused by embryonic 
stem cells.  Apparently they provoke very little immune response when implanted, although why that is so is not 
well understood.   

After considering the alternatives, I have to ask: why are we going down this path?  As late as last night there 
was a breakthrough in human stem cell research.  A human embryonic stem cell was made - using the word 
“embryonic” in the context of the earliest of stem cells - without using human eggs or human embryos.  That 
remarkable advance was managed by using a genetically tweaked virus to insert four biological ingredients into 
an ordinary skin cell.  The cell was transformed or reprogrammed into a cell that resembles an embryonic stem 
cell that is able to turn into any tissue in the human body from the heart to the brain.  That is an amazing 
breakthrough.  Even before this bill has been fully debated, it is redundant.   

I also wish to bring to people’s attention the issue of language and the fact that we do not seem to be able to talk 
about embryos, to talk about killing as killing and cloning as cloning, or to talk about cloning as the genetic 
modification of human beings, because that is what it is, and that science will give us the ability to make that 
happen.  This bill serves to direct research resources and attention away from what I consider to be the more 
promising and ethically appropriate fields of adult stem cell research, cord blood cell research and the amniotic 
research that I recently referred to.  Given all that, I do not support this bill and I hope that it will be voted down 
at the second reading. 

HON BARBARA SCOTT (South Metropolitan) [8.20 pm]:  I rise to register some comments on the Human 
Reproductive Technology Amendment Bill 2007.  I endorse many of Hon Helen Morton’s comments this 
evening.  I congratulate her for enunciating her views very clearly to the Parliament in a way that shows not only 
the intellectual rigour of her medical background but also her empathy and compassion.   
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Clause 4 on page 2 of this bill will amend the long title of the Human Reproductive Technology Act 1991 by 
deleting “certain” and inserting instead “embryo and other”.  That is the critical issue that we as legislators must 
look at.  Hon Helen Morton very clearly talked about the embryonic stem cells referred to in this bill.   

In my view, two clear issues are central to this debate.  The first is the hope of therapies versus the moral status 
of the human embryo; this issue has dominated the debate.  The second and equally important issue concerns the 
implications of this bill for women.  In her reply to the second reading speech, Hon Helen Morton alluded briefly 
to the trauma of IVF procedures.  Anyone in this chamber who knows a person who has been through IVF will 
know of the drama cycle after cycle.  Some men in this place may not fully appreciate this situation.  My niece 
was unable to conceive and went through an IVF program for three years.  It was traumatic.  It involved many 
hormonal injections, and highs and lows in relation to the expectation that maybe one day she would fall 
pregnant under that scheme.  Sadly for her, she did not fall pregnant.  However, on the bright side, 10 years later 
she now has two little boys - one aged about four and the other not yet two years old.   

The implications for women of this cloning bill are very important.  At the risk of stating the obvious, human 
cloning requires a continuous supply of women’s ova.  Although we may have dealt with the subject in a jocular 
manner earlier in this evening’s debate - that may be the one way to get the message through to members of this 
chamber - extracting eggs from a woman to create embryos for therapeutic cloning is in other words egg 
harvesting, and both the ethical and real life implications for women of egg harvesting have been treated as a 
side issue.  There is no doubt in my mind that this is probably attributable to the male-dominated biotech 
industry and, to a lesser degree, to male-dominated Parliaments.  These have combined to produce a climate in 
which powerful economic and social forces view the risks to women as a necessary trade-off for scientific 
advance.  Without being deprecating of men, it is difficult for a man to understand that every month a woman 
may produce an egg and that her menstrual cycle may cause hormonally induced changes in behaviour and 
moods that go up and down.  Therefore, I think it important that the women of this Parliament express their 
feelings and views about this bill, because it is only natural that they equate themselves more closely to the 
situation.   

Although I will briefly outline some of the aspects of the moral status of the human embryo issue towards the 
end of my contribution to the second reading debate, I intend to focus on this most important and under-
discussed of issues; that is, the implication for women, including those directly involved, and the fallout for the 
wider community.  I am greatly indebted to an article, from which I borrow liberally, published in June 2007 in 
Reproductive BioMedicine Online.  While preparing this speech in the months leading up to this debate, I found 
so much information was available that it was almost mind-boggling.  The challenge is to restrict the debate in 
the house to the most essential elements of that information.  I have information from Women’s Forum Australia 
and other organisations that have put a lot of time and effort into their attempts to simply explain the issues of a 
very complex but natural life event.  I am very grateful to the article from the Reproductive BioMedicine Online 
ethics, legal, social and counselling website and I seek leave to table the article titled “What about the women?  
Ethical and policy aspects of egg supply for cloning research”.  

Leave granted.  [See paper 3524.] 

Hon BARBARA SCOTT:  The article was written by Dr Katrina George, pictured on the front page of the 
article, who is a lecturer in the School of Law at the University of Western Sydney.  Her main research interests 
are health law and ethics, particularly end-of-life decision making, and feminist approaches to bioethics.  She is a 
director of Women’s Forum Australia and spokesperson for its “Hands Off Our Ovaries!” campaign.  

Since women and their bodies are central to cloning, I contend that the advocates of this research should bear the 
onus of demonstrating that sufficient ova can be sourced without harm to women.  As my speech progresses, it 
will become very clear that the advocates of this research have failed to discharge this onus.   

I turn now to the short-term risks to women of egg harvesting.  An article by Beeson and Lippman, published in 
2006, outlines the health risks associated with the ovulation induction process.  Up to 10 per cent of the women 
who undergo this process experience ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome, or OHSS.  Mr Deputy President (Hon 
Graham Giffard), I am very pleased that you are in the chair tonight for this debate, because not only are you a 
new father, but you are married to a veterinary surgeon.  Therefore, your other half would have a very good 
understanding of the sorts of scientific experiences that a woman would need to undergo during IVF, or that a 
female animal would need to undergo during an IVF or assisted reproduction program, or whatever is done with 
female animals.  More serious symptoms of OHSS may require hospitalisation.  They include unintended 
pregnancy, renal failure, intrauterine polyps, ovarian cysts, thromboembolism, adult respiratory distress and 
haemorrhage from ovarian rupture, and infertility.  OHSS may necessitate the removal of one or both ovaries.  
The American Society of Reproductive Medicine Practice Committee said in 2003 that the occurrence of these 
more severe symptoms is by no means rare; in other words, it is quite common.   
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There have been, of course, some horror stories about the risks associated with OHSS.  This process caused a 22-
year-old Stamford graduate, Calla Papademas, to suffer a massive stoke and brain damage after she had 
commenced egg extraction for a fee of $15 000.  I will repeat that - after she had commenced egg extraction for a 
fee of $15 000.  We are talking about harvesting eggs for money.  In 2005, Temilola Akinbolagbe, aged 33, 
developed pelvic vein thrombosis, which led to cardiac arrest and death just two days after commencing 
treatment for IVF.  The most recent death was unrelated to OHSS or pregnancy and occurred after a 
complication during egg retrieval, causing internal bleeding and renal failure.  The risks of OHSS can be 
minimised by the application of inclusion criteria to women considering egg extraction.  However, there is an 
essential tension between the needs of researchers, and the needs of some at-risk women who should be 
protected by inclusion criteria.  Women under 30 years of age are at particular risk of developing OHSS, yet 
cloning researchers continually say they require young eggs.  According to researchers, women undergoing 
oocyte donation should be less than 35 years of age, and may be even younger.  If women’s health were the 
overriding concern, young women would be advised against inclusion in egg supply programs.  We would 
certainly be deterring young women from entering into these programs.  Recent reports suggest that ovulation 
induction drugs may also lower the chance of achieving pregnancy, risking chromosomal damage to more than 
half the eggs in a woman’s ovaries.   

The long-term health risks are more difficult to pin down.  One of the most striking facts about IVF is just how 
little is known with certainty about the long-term health outcomes for the women who undergo this procedure.  
This was the conclusion of the most recent assessment of the medical risks of egg extraction by the United States 
Institute of Medicine and the National Research Council.  Beeson and Lippman’s review of the long-term health 
studies revealed conflicting conclusions.  Nevertheless, many clinical reports associate infertility treatment with 
ovarian cancer.  Two major studies suggest a link between ovarian stimulation and a high incidence of ovarian 
cancer.  I refer back to some comments that Hon Helen Morton made very clearly: these actions are against 
nature.  We are talking here about stimulating a woman’s ovaries to produce eggs.  The paucity of data on this 
matter must be addressed.  Further research on this matter is, therefore, important and is required urgently.    

I turn now to informed consent.  The lack of knowledge about the health risks has significant implications for 
informed consent.  Women cannot be fully informed if the health risks associated with egg harvesting are 
unknown.  If the risks are not laid out clearly before a woman undergoes this treatment, the woman may enter 
into this treatment without proper information, and therefore without informed consent.  It is not good enough 
for researchers to hide behind this ignorance.  IVF procedures have been conducted for some 30 years now.  
Longitudinal studies are possible and must be undertaken before women can reasonably be asked to consent to 
egg harvesting for research.  There is nothing new in longitudinal studies.  It is important for researchers to keep 
data and to produce longitudinal studies that will provide women with more information.  As it is women who 
are undergoing these forms of medical experimentation, they deserve to have research to support their decisions 
so that they can ensure they make an informed decision. 

Even when risks are known, it seems that women are still not being informed.  The 2006 report of the Human 
Fertilisation and Embryology Authority into the United Kingdom’s fertility sector found that 47 per cent of 
clinics did not meet the expected standards in provision of information to patients, both men and women.  In 
Australia, a 1998 survey of clinics by the National Health and Medical Research Council found that not all 
clinics disclosed key adverse outcomes and tended to downplay the risks.  In 2006, a survey by an independent 
researcher concluded that whether women were adequately informed of the health risks was highly debateable. 

I will move now to the issue of commercial incentives for women entering these procedures.  I alluded to this 
briefly earlier in my speech.  To overcome the reluctance of women to undergo egg harvesting, commercial 
incentives have been suggested.  In the UK, the HFEA has allowed commercial incentives for egg donation, 
dubbed egg sharing.  We have heard a reference tonight to the language surrounding this issue.  Rather than 
commercial incentives for egg donation, we have a phrase “egg sharing”.  Does that not sound nice?  We will 
share our eggs, but for a commercial return. 

The North East England Stem Cell Institute now offers women IVF at a reduced cost in return for their surplus 
eggs for research.  This is from a reference in Nature in 2006.  This is a payment in kind for ova, and the money 
saved would be worth the equivalent of several thousand pounds.  The proposal is also contrary to developments 
in fertility technology that are moving towards natural cycle minimal stimulation IVF, whereby fewer ova are 
retrieved than with standard IVF.  United Kingdom researchers have been at the forefront of demands for 
commercial payments for ova, over and above incentives such as egg sharing and payment of expenses.  In the 
United States, this is routine practice. 

However, does commercial payment relegate egg suppliers to marketable matter for research rather than consider 
them as unique human beings?  Even in the absence of payment, some women who have experienced egg 
donation describe feeling like a commodity.  In one qualitative study, women used metaphors such as farm 
animals, produce and meat to describe the experience.  One woman, Chris, thought, “I just got the feeling that 
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you were second class.  I wondered did they treat everybody that way, or was it just because I was a donor?  I’m 
just the produce stand, like the cow at the market.”  Melanie likened the experience to prostitution.  She said, “I 
definitely wasn’t in charge there.  It was a little like what I would think prostitution would be like.  You’ve 
rented your body out.  You would be prepped and there would be none of the small talk that usually goes on to 
put the patient at ease, and it’s kind of like, ‘Spread your legs, dear; there we go.’  It was like you were some 
kind of prized heifer or something.”  Treating women’s ova as sources of profit risks the further objectification 
of women. 

I will move on now and make a few comments about the Declaration of Helsinki, which states -  

Every medical research project involving human subjects should be preceded by careful assessment of 
predictable risks and burdens in comparison with foreseeable benefits to the subject or to others. . . .  

Physicians should abstain from engaging in research projects involving human subjects unless they are 
confident that the risks involved have been adequately assessed and can be satisfactorily managed. 

That is from the Declaration of Helsinki.  Egg extraction for research offends those principles.  There are 
significant short-term risks and burdens on women, and these are well documented.  At the same time, there has 
been no careful assessment of the long-term health risks of egg extraction.  In comparison, there are no 
foreseeable benefits to the subject herself, and the benefits to future generations are far from certain; yet public 
debate on research cloning is dominated by talk of therapies, cures and the biotech boom, with scant scrutiny of 
the impact on women.  This disparity belies the declaration’s statement that considerations related to the 
wellbeing of the human subject should take precedence over the interests of science and society. 

I would now like members of the chamber to take a little time out to do the maths.  Although this is an appalling 
situation, it becomes truly outrageous when we do a little maths and see how futile the whole process really is.  
Cloning has been described as a wildly inefficient process, often requiring hundreds of eggs to merely attempt to 
produce a single viable clone.  In South Korea, the now discredited Dr Hwang used 2 061 eggs taken from 169 
women and failed to produce a single cloned embryo.  I will repeat those figures because they are rather 
compelling.  He took 2 061 eggs from 169 women and failed to produce a single cloned embryo.  Even if cloning 
eventually develops into a highly efficient technique whereby only one ovum is required for each therapy, it is 
extremely unlikely that sufficient numbers of ova could ever be obtained to make this a reality.  Hundreds of 
thousands of ova would be required to treat just some of the conditions identified by scientists.  In Australia 
alone, one million adults suffer from diabetes, 200 000 suffer from Alzheimer’s disease, and 10 000 suffer from 
spinal cord injuries.  Advocates who promote the potential of embryonic cell transplants to treat these conditions 
must explain how these treatments can ever be achieved when, plainly, there will never be enough human ova. 

I will now spend a few minutes talking about the embryo.  Hon Helen Morton spent quite some time on this.  I 
will spend a few minutes talking about the ethical debate surrounding the moral status of the human embryo.  
This is an area that has been well covered, so I will confine my contribution to quoting some paragraphs from a 
guest editorial in The New York Times.  The writer is Yuval Levin from the Ethics and Public Policy Center.  The 
article, called “A Middle Ground for Stem Cells”, states -  

All of this leaves us confused over just what the debate is about.  It is, to begin with, not about stem cell 
research, any more than an argument about the lethal extraction of livers from Chinese political 
prisoners would be a debate about organ transplantation. 

Let us not kid ourselves that this debate is not all about stem cell research - 

There are ethical and unethical ways to transplant organs, and there are ethical and unethical ways to 
conduct stem cell research.  The question is to which category a particular technique - the destruction of 
living embryos for their cells - belongs.  

The debate is also not about whether there ought to be ethical limits on science.  Everyone agrees there 
should be strict limits when research involves human subjects.  The question is whether embryos 
destroyed for their cells are such human subjects. 

But that does not mean the stem cell debate is about when human life begins.  It is a simple and 
uncontroversial biological fact that a human life begins when an embryo is created.  That embryo is 
human, and it is alive; its human life will last until its death, whether that comes days after conception 
or many decades later surrounded by children and grandchildren.  

One does not need to go far away from this Parliament to have this experience.  In the past few weeks, young 
people who either work in this Parliament or are members have had the experience of an embryo becoming a 
human life and perhaps becoming a baby born or a baby miscarried.  Two or three of the staff in this Parliament 
at the moment are suffering the loss of either a 10-week-old baby or an eight-month-old baby in the womb.  I 
have no doubt in my mind that for those young people who embark upon the part of their life’s journey that 
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involves them wanting to have children, once there is a fertilised embryo in the womb of the woman, that is the 
beginning of their baby.  We hear cries of joy when a young woman says, “I’m pregnant!”  Outwardly there is no 
sign, but the doctor has determined that a live embryo is implanted in her womb and she is pregnant. 

The article continues - 

But the biological fact that a human life begins at conception does not by itself settle the ethical debate.  
The human embryo is a human organism, but is this being - microscopically small, with no self-
awareness and little resemblance to us - a person, with a right to life?  

Many advocates of federal financing for embryo-destructive research begin from a negative answer to 
that question.  They argue that the human embryo is just too small, too unlike us in appearance, or too 
lacking in consciousness or sensitivity to pain or other critical mental capacity to be granted a place in 
the human family.  But surely America has learned the hard way not to assign human worth by 
appearances. And surely we would not deny those who have lost some mental faculties the right to be 
regarded with respect and protected from harm.  Why should we deny it to those whose faculties are 
still developing?  

At its heart, then, when the biology and politics have been stipulated away, the stem cell debate is not 
about when human life begins but about whether every human life is equal.  

Or unique - 

The circumstances of the embryo outside the body of a mother put that question in perhaps the most 
exaggerated form imaginable, but they do not change the question.  

America’s birth charter, the Declaration of Independence, asserts a positive answer to the question, and 
in lieu of an argument offers another assertion: that our equality is self-evident.  But it is not.  Indeed, 
the evidence of nature sometimes makes it very hard to believe that all human beings are equal.  It takes 
a profound moral case to defend the proposition that the youngest and the oldest, the weakest and the 
strongest, all of us, simply by virtue of our common humanity, are in some basic and inalienable way 
equals. 

A policy must be developed that meets that challenge and encourages scientists to pursue the cells they seek 
without destroying life.  Scientific advances in the past two years suggest that this can be done, that pluripotent 
cells can be developed without harming human embryos and that stem cell science and ethics can be reconciled. 

Hon Helen Morton has talked much tonight about pluripotent stem cells and alternative sources for stem cells, 
such as umbilical cord blood.  In this town, Rotary Australia funds, supports and promotes an umbilical cord 
blood bank, and we know that adult stem cells are present in the amniotic fluid that surrounds the womb.  If the 
first and simplest test of devotion to human equality and dignity in the age of biotechnology cannot be passed, 
society has little chance of meeting the far more difficult challenges to come.  Biomedical science can offer 
tremendous benefits, but only if we make sure that they do not come at the cost of our highest ideals. 

I conclude my remarks this evening on some comments taken from a speech made in federal Parliament by 
Senator Alan Eggleston.  I quote from his speech - 

I strongly believe that we have got a long way ahead of ourselves on this matter of stem cell research 
and of the potential of stem cells being used for treatments. The best thing we could do is stop and take 
a deep breath and realistically appraise where we really are at with stem cell research and where we are 
going. Today in the Senate we have before us a bill which would take the boundaries of stem cell 
research out much further than what was previously regarded as wise by permitting therapeutic cloning 
and the formation of human and animal hybrid embryos. 
. . .  

In my view, it is time that we as legislators of Australia called a halt to the false air of urgency 
surrounding this debate and gave ourselves time to consider more carefully the implications of this 
legislation. 

I offer members, as confirmation of Senator Eggleston’s statement, the fact that not one clinic in WA has applied 
for a licence as a result of the legislation we passed four years ago.  I therefore urge members to take a breath 
and put this legislation aside so that Western Australia will be known as the state that entered the biotechnology 
age without abandoning the highest ideals, the dignity of women and the fundamental equality of humanity.  In 
light of the fact that research became available just last night, as indicated in the newspapers today, there is a rich 
source of stem cells available from other sources that were not dreamt of.  

Those words of caution from Senator Alan Eggleston become more and more compelling. I repeat them as my 
final statement - 
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In my view, it is time that we as legislators of Australia called a halt to the false air of urgency 
surrounding this debate and gave ourselves time to consider more carefully the implications of this 
legislation. 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich (Minister for Local Government). 
 


